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Abstract

Comparative analysis for the YAG:Ce³⁺ microstructural parameters is performed through Fullprof and Koalariet-Xfit programs. Both programs are based on Rietveld method of structural refinement where fitting is done by convolution and corrections of XRD peak width for instrument broadening through either using the reference specimen (Fullprof) or the fundamental parameters approach (Koalariet-Xfit).

YAG:Ce³⁺ powder is obtained via low temperature aerosol route at 320°C followed with post annealing treatment at 900 and 1000°C. Besides targeting cubic garnet structure Y₃Al₅O₁₂ (YAG), the presence of other perovskite Y₅Al₂O₇ (YAP) or monoclinic Y₆Al₂O₃ (YAM) phase is detected. Since garnet phase represents a very promising host phosphor material being doped with rare-earth ions, the most important criteria determining its applicability in various optical devices is the uniform distribution of the luminescent center in the host lattice as well as the cubic YAG phase crystallinity.

Comparison of data obtained for same the sample through usages of the above mentioned XRPD analyses gives insight of the validity of the refined parameters.
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Conclusion

Fundamental parameter approach in Koalariet uses physical based models to generate the line profile shape so it enables recognizing of crystalline and intercrystalline domains presence in YAG and CeO₂ and gives more accurate insight in nanocrystalline particle nature.

Standard approach in Fullprof uses analytical-function fit (Tompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt function) resulting in more correlated crystalline size and strain parameters determination where Intercrystalline domains could not be considered.

Both programs allow to obtain structural and compositional information for all crystalline phases present in analysed sample but in the case of low weight percentages they could not be modelled.